
     Logan Homes 
     are smart homes. 
Each home we build offers an impressive list of Smart Features 
that make good sense for your well-being and your budget. Logan 
Homes has built a reputation of excellence by providing not only what 
our clients want but also what will serve them well in the future. Our 
commitment to your satisfaction doesn’t end when your home is built. 
We build homes that stand the test of time...in beauty, efficiency, 
comfort and style. We’re pleased to offer you this Home Efficiency 
Guide to highlight our processes and to help you understand the 
benefits of your new home’s efficiency features.

Our homes are full of features that 
maximize efficiency and come standard. 

SO YOU CAN REST ASSURED that your Logan home is more 
efficient and more innovative from the very beginning—by design.

LOGAN HOMES are 
full of features that 
maximize efficiency 
and come standard. 
You’ll see and feel 
the benefits! 

At Logan Homes, building smart with efficient practices 
and choice materials is only part of the story. We work 
toward your 100% satisfaction from the beginning, and our core values 
reflect that. We’re dedicated to your continued satisfaction and the 
performance of your new home. 

When you build with us, we pledge to give you:

AUTHENTIC COMMUNICATION: Weekly phone calls and status 
updates and all calls returned promptly.

TOTAL ACCESS: Communicate with your Logan team members. Ask 
questions, discuss ideas, talk timelines. We’re here for you.

EXPERTISE & SERVICE: We have one of the highest satisfaction 
ratings in the coastal Carolinas as rated by Guild Quality™, the 
leading third-party provider of customer satisfaction surveying and 
reporting for the construction industry.

VALUE: It’s so much more than price! It’s the intangibles...integrity, 
service, promises kept, getting more than you expected. We deliver on 
time and on budget for you.
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Efficiency and innovation come standard at Logan Homes.
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Peace of mind...it’s the result of 
owning a home that’s built better. Native
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Foam Sealed Bottom Plates

Foam Sealed Outlets 
on all Exterior Walls

Window Tape on Exterior 
Window & Door Frames

Low-E Windows

Homes Wrapped by 
Weatherproof House Wrap

Continuous Vented Soffit

Engineered Roof & Floor Systems

Environmentally Friendly Framing

HVAC Systems Engineered per Plan

Sealed Ductwork

Programmable Thermostat

Carbon Monoxide Detectors

PEX Plumbing Systems

Energy Star Rated CFL Light Bulbs

Energy Star Rated 
Appliance Packages

Native Plantings

Rain Sensors

Sill seal installed below exterior wall plates provides a thermal break and reduces air penetration.

Foam seals lock in heating and air conditioning saving homeowners energy.

Window tape seals all windows & doors saving energy by reducing your home’s heating & cooling bills.  

Low-E windows reduce energy costs by both insulating and reflecting heat back to it’s source, reducing energy 
bills up to 15%. In addition, all window & door penetrations are insulated with water resistant foam sealant. 

Homes weatherized with house wrap keep heating and cooling costs down by controlling air and moisture 
movement through exterior walls and increases your home’s R Value.

Vented roof soffits maintain ideal attic ventilation helping to control energy costs.

Our homes use engineered roof & floor systems designed to be strong and cost effective. By minimizing 
material waste, this reduces the material costs, which we pass on to you. 

We use high quality framing made from recycled materials, increasing durability and reducing warping. We 
also use sheetrock made from recycled materials.  

Each Logan Home’s HVAC system is engineered, inspected & certified to ensure optimum energy efficiency.

Flexible ductwork requires less joints and has less potential for energy leaks. Ductwork is then sealed at all 
necessary locations which significantly reduces the loss of costly conditioned air.

Programmable thermostat to control energy costs and maintain ideal indoor air temperature.

Each Logan Home includes carbon monoxide detectors helping to maintain interior air quality.

PEX plumbing systems have achieved a higher R value than other plumbing systems by maintaining water 
temperature and conserving energy.  PEX proudly uses mechanical fittings that require no solvents or chemicals. 
And, no flame or solder are required resulting in zero VOC emissions. 
 
Use up to 75% less energy and last up to 10 times longer than traditional light bulbs.

Our standard appliance packages are Energy Star rated, and meet or exceed energy efficient standards.

Each landscape package is designed with native plant species that require less water to maintain. 

All Logan Homes are equipped with a rain sensor to control irrigation costs & conserve resources & energy.
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The Smart Matrix  
Building smart from the start is the only way we build at Logan Homes.
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Cost, Comfort & Care: Making your home more energy efficient 
can help to reduce high energy bills, improve comfort and help 
to protect the environment. And that’s just plain smart!

Going Even Further: Ask your builder specialist about additional 
options that may be available to increase your energy efficiency 
and lower your home’s carbon footprint.

Did you know...
We are conscious of the impact we have on the environment, 
and we know our buyers are as well. That is why we strive to offer 
energy efficient and earth-friendly products wherever possible.

Innovative. Efficient. Beautiful. Smart.

On the HERS Scale a building is scored from zero to one 
hundred-fifty, where each point equals a 1% increase in energy 
consumption. So, a home with an excellent HERS Index of 50 
uses half the energy of a home that scores an Index of 100, the 
current industry standard. Existing homes typically score about 
130. A Logan smart home averages between 65 - 75.

With state-of-the-art design and building science engineering, 
high-performance homes can save a significant amount of energy 
and even more when employing energy-producing technology, 
such as solar thermal (hot water) and solar electric systems.

The HERS INDEX

These ratings can tell you how efficiently your home is operating 
and where you can make changes for greater energy savings. When 
you’re selling your home, a low HERS rating can be attractive to 
buyers. When you’re building a home you can anticipate the costs of 
energy bills and opportunities for savings. 

Much like a fingerprint, the HERS rating of each home is unique. Two identical homes can have different 
HERS scores for various reasons—the home’s placement on the homesite, or available sun and shade 
for example. For this reason, the HERS rating cannot be guaranteed. It does serve, however, to give 
homeowners a good idea of the type of performance they can expect from their home. 

So, what do the numbers say about a home?

Questions? Just ask us!  800.761.4707  LoganHomes.com

The HERS (Home Energy Rating System) Index is an energy-
efficiency scoring system based on the 2006 International 
Energy Conservation Code (IECC). The HERS Index was 
developed by the US Department of Energy to streamline 
verification of a building’s relative energy usage versus 
consumption. It is the recognized standard.

Source: www.resnet.us/hers-index
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At Logan Homes, we strive to embrace cutting edge technology 
and best practices to minimize environmental impact and maximize 
energy efficiency. One of the ways we achieve this is with our Smart 
Features. Our Smart Matrix is designed to tell you exactly what you 
can expect when you purchase a Logan Home.

   Here at Logan Homes we use the best possible 
methods to make your home efficient; heating and cooling systems 
correctly sized, insulation, and appliances designed for efficiency and 
comfort—to lower energy bills.

   We utilize best practices in conserving energy 
and resources; reducing construction waste, job site recycling, and 
optimized use of natural resources.

   You’re making a Smart Investment when you 
build a Logan home. Our homes come standard with features that are 
good for the environment, for the future, and for your wallet. Your home 
is designed to reduce environmental impact and promote a safe and 
more sustainable neighborhood.

Smart Efficiency

Smart Resources

Smart Investment

How will 
your home 
perform?
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